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LEARNER OUTCOMES

- Discuss recent findings from behavioral and neurofunctional research related to auditory comprehension and verbal encoding in individuals with autism.
- Describe the impact of these neurobiologically-based differences on language learning in autism.
- Apply these research findings to the design of language intervention incorporating AAC for toddlers, preschoolers, and school-age children with autism.
The intervention ideas I’ll discuss

- Are all drawn from Evidence-Based Practice
- May not all be new to you
- Hope is that connecting these with what we are learning about autism from neurofunctional research gives you a new perspective on implementation
AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER
DSM-5 CRITERIA (APA, 2013)

- Persistent deficits in social communication and social interaction across contexts, not accounted for by general developmental delays

- Restricted, repetitive patterns of behavior, interests, or activities
OTHER DESCRIPTORS

- Type of onset
- Intellectual disability
- Level of spoken language
- Co-morbid conditions
### DIFFERENTIATED BY LEVEL OF SUPPORT NEEDED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Social Communication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1 “Requiring support”</td>
<td>Without supports in place, deficits in social communication cause noticeable impairments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2 “Requiring substantial support”</td>
<td>Marked deficits in verbal and nonverbal social communication skills; social impairments apparent even with supports in place; limited initiation of social interactions; and reduced or abnormal responses to social overtures from others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3 “Requiring very substantial support”</td>
<td>Severe deficits in verbal and nonverbal social communication skills cause severe impairments in functioning, very limited initiation of social interactions, and minimal response to social overtures from others.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Autistic individuals learn and act differently because their brains function differently

Just et al. (2014) PLOS One
BRAINS CHANGE IN RESPONSE TO ENVIRONMENTAL INPUT

Differences in white matter tracts between 10 seven-year-old children and 10 adults

TBSS = Tract-Based Spatial Statistics

Brauer et al. (2011)

Figure 1. TBSS results for differences between adults and children. The figure represents a mean FA image with the white matter skeleton superimposed (in green). Regions of significant differences between groups are highlighted in red and filled into the local tract region of the mean FA image. They indicate lower FA in children compared with adults (P < 0.05, corrected) in the underlying white matter skeleton. Differences between groups are particularly found in Broca’s (IFG) and Wernicke’s language regions (STG/STS down to the MTG). The figure is displayed in 2 sagittal views and 1 axial view. Lines indicate location of the corresponding sections.
The way the brain responds to environmental input can result in a cascade of challenges in learning and social functioning. The way the brain of an autistic individual takes in and processes information can also result in some unique contributions and insights.
FROM ‘DEVELOPMENTAL DISORDER’ TO NEURODIVERGENCE

“. . . autism may be considered a difference (‘neurodivergence’) that constitutes a disability in the context of the demands of the neurotypical world” (Happé & Frith, 2020)
AUTISM AS A NEURAL SYSTEM DIFFERENCE

From Siugzdaite, Bathelt, Holmes, & Astle (2020)
Differences in connectivity have been reported:

- At the level of the neuron
- Structurally, in white matter pathways
- Functionally, during cognitive processing between key regions
- Functionally, in resting state networks
- Across multiple large-scale brain networks

(e.g., Guo et al., 2024; Minshew & Williams, 2007; Trapani et al., 2022; Uddin, Supekar, & Menon, 2013; Williams et al., 2013)
DTI DATA FROM PARTICIPANT PAIR #7

Red = Amygdalo-fusiform pathway

Blue = Hippocampo-fusiform pathway

Conturo et al. (2008)
FUNCTIONAL CONNECTIVITY

Just et al. (2004)
- Networks underlying basic abilities are intact
- These networks are relied upon to perform tasks usually performed with more highly integrative network

![Autism Group](image1.png) ![Control Group](image2.png)
fNIRS: Coordination of Brain Responses

- Autistic participants had more difficulty coordinating brain responses during a conversation with an interacting partner.

- The level of coordination in brain responses was linked to challenges with social communication as measured by the Social Responsiveness Scale.

Quiñones-Camacho et al. (2021)

FIGURE 1 (a) Mean inter-subject synchronization for the conversational task relative to the null distribution derived from permutation testing. (b) Comparisons of inter-subject synchronization between the two groups.
autism is a behavioral diagnosis that may or may not represent a shared underlying neurology

(Happé & Frith, 2020)
The brain is organized in response to environmental input during the early years of a child’s life.

AUTISM IS A DEVELOPMENTAL DIFFERENCE

And, the presentation of autism is different at different ages
COMPLEX INFORMATION PROCESSING MODEL OF AUTISM

Intact Abilities
- Attention
- *Sensory Perception*
- Elementary Motor
- Simple Memory
- **Formal Language**
- Rule-Learning
- Visuospatial Processing

Cognitive Differences
- Complex Sensory
- Complex Motor
- Complex Memory
- **Complex Language**
- Concept formation
- Face recognition

Williams, Goldstein, & Minshew, 2015, 2006; Minshew, Goldstein, & Siegel, 1997
Because of neurobiological differences, autism is **dynamically realized** as the autistic person processes information.

Challenges occur when there is a **mismatch** between cognitive resources and the demands of the processing task increase.
NEUROCOGNITIVE MODEL OF AUTISM

(Minshew & Williams, 2007)

performance

when

complexity of the information processing task
Increasing difficulty as the number of cognitive processes demanded by a task increases is not unique to autistic individuals.
Autistic individuals are challenged at lower levels of complexity than expected relative to age and general ability level.

Assumption: They accomplish tasks using different processing strategies than expected.

They may also experience high levels of anxiety that interfere with efficient cognitive processing (White et al., 2014).
Various types of information can be complex:

- Large amounts of information.
- Information of multiple types that must be integrated
- Time constraints and/or multiple simultaneous processing demands
- Stress or anxiety
The way that we are used to conceiving of cognitive abilities and their relationship to behavioral performance may not be an appropriate guide for understanding the learning challenges of autistic individuals.
Create biological constraints

Autistic individuals experience difficulty
- meeting the demands for integration of information
- flexibly responding to changing environmental stimuli

(Beckerson et al., 2022; Minshew, Williams, & McFadden, 2008)
Language learning and use is affected because it requires **coordination** across a number of processing centers.

Comprehension and production must be **integrated** with social and/or textual context and **flexibly adapted** to meet those demands.
Concept
Lexical encoding
Syntactic construction
Phonological code selection
Articulatory plan
Speech
Possible reasons WHY an autistic child or adult may not be able to produce spoken words

- May have difficulty with the **perception and or comprehension** of human speech which may result in reduced storage strength or degraded memory trace for words

- May be related to difficulty with **parsing words** from the speech stream

- May be related to difficulty with **mapping** words to objects or other environmental information
• Or, may have difficulty with **retrieving** the stored representation of the word from memory and translating into a string of speech sounds (word-finding or word retrieval)

• Or, may have difficulty with creating the **motor plan** required for spoken word production (dyspraxia)
- Or, may have difficulty with producing the word due to motor problems (dysarthria or hypotonia)

- Or, may be storing conceptual knowledge but not automatically encoding into language

- Or, the speaking situation may be highly anxiety producing making it difficult for them to communicate with mouth words
Some autistic individuals may have a different trajectory for learning language that has been referred to *Gestalt Language Processing* (Prizant, 1983; Blanc et al., 2023).

GLP is thought to be based in episodic memory associated with “gestalt thinking” or difficulty deconstructing the parts from the whole.

GLP is an indicator of a difference in neurofunction and the resultant processing of information.
Questions/Comments?
INSIGHTS INTO HOW AUTISTIC INDIVIDUALS PROCESS SOCIAL INFORMATION
LANGUAGE LEARNING IN INFANTS

Occurs through a combination of computational, cognitive, and social skills that reduce the cognitive processing load

(Kuhl, 2010)
Behavioral, evoked response potential, and neuroimaging evidence is converging to suggest that autistic individuals have a difference in innate preferential processing of social information.

Carter, Williams, Lehman, & Minshew (2012) *PLOS One*
Eyler et al. (2012) *Brain*
Gervais et al. (2004) *Nature Neuroscience*
Eye-tracking studies:

- Behavior being investigated as an early identifier for autism
- For TD: Visual attention to eyes and mouth in year 1 predict receptive language development in year 2
- For AUT: Patterns of visual fixation were unrelated to language scores but were related to severity of autism

(Koirala et al., 2020)
Eye-tracking test results correlated with expert clinical assessments of individual levels of social disability ($r = -0.75$ [95% CI, $-0.79$ to $-0.71$]), verbal ability ($r = 0.65$ [95% CI, $0.59$ to $0.70$]), and nonverbal cognitive ability ($r = 0.65$ [95% CI, $0.59$ to $0.70$]).

**CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE** In 16- to 30-month-old children referred to specialty clinics, eye-tracking–based measurement of social visual engagement was predictive of autism diagnoses by clinical experts. Further evaluation of this test’s role in early diagnosis and assessment of autism in routine specialty clinic practice is warranted.

(Jones et al., 2023)
IMPLICATIONS OF LACK OF PREFERENTIAL PROCESSING OF SOCIAL INFORMATION

- Effects of autism occurring long before the behavioral signs
- Early identification essential for the most effective remediation
SOME OF THE PROCESSES THAT ARE IMPORTANT FOR LEARNING LANGUAGE

- Preferential processing of human speech
  - Important for auditory comprehension
- Automatic verbal encoding of information
  - Important for conversion of thoughts into words
PREFERENTIAL PROCESSING OF HUMAN SPEECH
Behavioral studies have demonstrated that newborn infants prefer human voices (Ecklund-Flores & Turkewitz, 1996; Hutt et al., 1968)

And prefer their mother’s voice (DeCasper & Fifer, 1980)
An fMRI study compared responses to:
vocal sounds (speech + nonspeech vocal) and
nonvocal sounds
in male adults with autism and TD male controls
Unlike the controls with TD, adult males with autism did not have differential activation in bilateral STS for the voice vs. nonvoice comparison.

Suggests that the adults with autism did not innately preferentially process human speech versus other auditory stimuli.

(Gervais et al., 2004)
fMRI study with 1 to 4 year olds with (later diagnosed) and without autism during sleep

40 children with autism and 40 without

3 Conditions when listening to story:
- Complex forward speech
- Simple forward speech
- Backward speech
Children with autism:

- Abnormal left hemisphere response to speech sounds
- Abnormal right-lateralized temporal cortex response to language

(Eyler et al., 2012)
Preferred to listen to non-speech vs. ‘motherese’ speech

Preference correlated with children’s ERP brain responses to speech and severity of ASD

And failed to demonstrate a significant brain response (mismatch negativity) to a syllable change

(Kuhl et al., 2005)
Autistic children (N = 20, mean age = 5.8 years)
Nonautistic peers (N = 20, mean age = 6.5 years).
Presented with stimuli with systematically decreasing linguistic relevance:
- naturalistic native speech,
- meaningless native speech with scrambled word order
- nonnative speech, and
- music
fNIRS results: Both groups showed left lateralization in the temporal lobe when listening to naturalistic native speech
- Nonautistic comparison group demonstrated a systematic reduction in left lateralization as linguistic relevance decreased
- autism group displayed no such pattern and showed no lateralization when listening to scrambled native speech accompanied by enhanced response in the right hemisphere

(Lai et al., 2023)
Autistic adults have greater challenges in processing speech in noisy conditions that are reflected in differences in neurofunctional measures.

(Schelinski & von Kriegstein, 2023)
Neurofunctional research shows that autistic children and adults have

- Differences in preferential processing of human speech
- Differences in patterns of lateralization when processing human speech
- Differences when processing human speech under challenging conditions such as noise
How might these processing differences affect auditory comprehension?
Questions/Comments?
IMPLICATIONS FOR INTERVENTION WITH AUTISTIC CHILDREN
Guided by genetic codes for neurobiological structure, function, and timing of development

BUT this neurofunctional development occurs interactively in response to environmental input

(Kolb & Wishaw, 1998)
Response of the brain may be affected by the underlying neurofunctional differences

(Karmiloff-Smith, 1998)
ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT TEACHING/INTERVENTION

- A teacher/therapist CANNOT directly change the way the brain of a child with autism learns or processes language.

- A teacher/therapist CAN change the environmental input to accommodate processing differences.
ATTENDING TO SPEECH

Reduce competing auditory information as much as possible → human voice needs to be obvious point of attention

(e.g., Nguyen, 2006)
PERSONAL FM SYSTEMS AND AUDITORY TRAINERS

- Reduce the interference of background noise and increase on-task listening behaviors in the classroom (Schafer et al., 2013; Smith et al., 1985)

- FM systems should be fitted and monitored following the relevant professional guidelines (ASHA, 2002)
Clearly pair language with what the words are referring to

(Parish-Morris et al., 2007)
- Make sure the child is attending or handling the object as it is named.
- Child may not use perceptual cues such as shape and may focus on other parts of an object.

(Tek et al., 2008)
ADAPTING ENVIRONMENTAL INPUT TO INCREASE LANGUAGE COMPREHENSION

- Need to use with children who have extreme difficulty with decoding and attaching meaning to the spoken language they hear
- Visual input may help them to process spoken language input
- Use of picture symbols may help the child to understand that an object can be associated with a referent
**SPECIFIC TECHNIQUE: AIDED LANGUAGE STIMULATION**

- Method by which an adult pairs a spoken word with a point to a visual representation of the word

- Used to improve the child’s ability to comprehend the language directed to him/her

Logan et al. (2022)
Drager et al. (2006)
Visual representations are presented on boards of between 6 to 20 pictures with vocabulary related to a specific activity.

Note: May need to use fewer symbols for some children who have trouble processing multiple stimuli.
6 SYMBOL BOARDS FOR DOG THEME

(Hall, A., Master’s Thesis, Duquesne University, 2014)

The Picture Communication Symbols ©1981–2011 by Mayer-Johnson LLC. All Rights Reserved Worldwide. Used with permission. Boardmaker® is a trademark of Mayer-Johnson LLC.
Activity specific displays may also be created using Proloquo2go
http://www.assistiveware.com/product/proloquo2go

Image from: http://www.vanderbilt.edu/magazines/peabody-reflector/2014/03/me-myself-and-ipad/
Based on research of Dr. Ann Kaiser, Vanderbilt University
Before using this method, need to establish the child’s understanding of representation:

- Object
- Photograph
- Colored line drawing
- Black and white line drawing
- Picture symbol
VISUAL SUPPORTS FOR OLDER CHILDREN

Video-modeling with text support

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WFh0hj6hgm0

By: Dr. Tara Zimmerman
Questions/Comments?

Questions about Specific Cases?
EVIDENCE FOR DIFFICULTY WITH VERBAL ENCODING OF INFORMATION IN AUTISM
Individuals are thought to represent concepts both through mental imagery and through verbal representation.

(Paivio, 1990)
Individuals with expected development use automatic verbal coding of information to reduce the cognitive processing load when managing large amounts of information.

Wolford et al. (2000)
• Allows us to share ideas with others
• Facilitates generalization of previously learned information to new contexts

(Wolford et al., 2000)
Gazzaniga proposed that the LH language regions ("the interpreter") are automatically engaged to interpret stimuli and assimilate them into comprehensible events (Wolford et al., 2000).

This automatic story-telling allows for elaboration and generalization of information such that the LH creates "order from chaos."
BEHAVIORS CONSISTENT WITH DIFFICULTY WITH VERBAL ENCODING IN AUTISM

- Lateness to talk
- Persistent minimal use of speech
- Difficulty with word retrieval
- Difficulty with creating a spoken narrative
In fMRI, this encoding is demonstrated by the use of a left hemisphere network including language areas during verbal working memory tasks (Smith et al., 1998)

What do fMRI studies tell us about autistic individuals?
N-BACK WORKING MEMORY TASK
(Koshino et al., 2005)

500 ms

1 back

H G A A

1000 ms

2 back

H G A A G
Individuals with ASD used a right hemisphere working memory network while controls used the expected left hemisphere working memory network.

Koshino et al., 2005
N-BACK WORKING MEMORY TASK WITH 2-LETTER WORDS
(Carter, Williams et al., 2012b)
N-BACK WORKING MEMORY TASK WITH 2-LETTER WORDS

(Carter, Williams et al., 2012b)
CONCLUSION FROM VERBAL WORKING MEMORY STUDIES

- Both the adults and children with autism relied more on visual strategies to perform the two-letter working memory tasks.

- The TD groups primarily used linguistic strategies, indicated by the level of activation of Broca’s area.
SOCIAL & PHYSICAL JUDGMENT TASKS
(Carter et al., 2012a)

Social

Physical
COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE WHEN MAKING JUDGMENTS

- TD Social > Physical
- Aut Social > Physical
- TD-Aut Social > Physical

(Carter et al., 2012a)
Even though language was unnecessary, the children with TD recruited language areas during the social judgment task.

This suggested automatic encoding of their knowledge into language.

However, this was not the case for the children with autism.

(Carter et al. 2012a)
Children and adults with autism have difficulty with the automatic verbal encoding of visually-presented information.
This result is consistent with earlier behavioral work that proposed that the failure of individuals with autism to recode experiences into language was an underlying cause of difficulty with recalling experiences and difficulty with generalization of knowledge.

(Boucher, 1981)
Speech-generating or voice output devices increase production of spoken language (Ganz et al. 2012)

Image from: http://www.vanderbilt.edu/magazines/peabody-reflector/2014/03/me-myself-and-ipad/
Based on research of Dr. Ann Kaiser, Vanderbilt University

Coburn KL, Williams DL

Author information

https://doi.org/10.1007/s10803-021-05143-0  PMID: 34181142

(Coburn & Williams, 2021)
Would work well as a young child acquires information about novel objects and actions

Seeing a ball once, the child will recognize it if he sees it again

However, a visual strategy will make it difficult for the child to produce the word “ball”
Visual strategy will also not work well when large amounts of information must be retained, integrated, and applied to a novel situation.
PRODUCTION OF SPOKEN WORDS

1. Concept
2. Lexical encoding
3. Syntactic construction
4. Phonological code selection
5. Articulatory plan
6. Speech
If child is storing conceptual knowledge in a **visual form** and not automatically recoding into language, it may interfere with their ability to speak:

- Minimal verbalizations in young or more challenged children
- Word retrieval problems in older, verbal children
- Overuse of pre-encoded “formulaic” utterances
- Periodic need for AAC when mouth words are not forthcoming
If bridging the gap between conceptual understanding and verbal formulation is a challenge in autism then

Would predict that

Interventions that close that gap would be effective in increasing the use of spoken language of autistic individuals
A systematic review that included nine single subject and two group design studies found that:

- Use of AAC resulted in gains in speech production for most of the participants with autism

(Schlosser & Wendt, 2008)
Example: Picture Exchange Communication Systems
(PECS; Frost & Bondy, 2002; Ganz & Simpson, 2004)

Reminder: Representation needs to be at a level the child can easily understand to reduce the processing load
Picture Exchange Communication System
(PECS; Frost & Bondy, 2002; Ganz & Simpson, 2004)

Picture Exchange Communication System®, PECS®, and Pyramid Approach to Education® are the registered trademarks of Pyramid Educational Consultants, Inc.
The pragmatic and visual components of PECS may be important operating variables.

The verbal encoding provided during use may also be an essential, but unrecognized benefit.

(Frost & Bondy, 2002)
COMMON COMPONENTS OF THESE APPROACHES

- Use of visual depictions of concepts
- Associated verbal encoding provided either by a voice-output device or by the communication partner
- Therefore, visual information is translated into a verbal form
- Autistic individual is invited to put a conceptual thought into a word form
POTENTIALLY IMPORTANT ASPECTS

- Selection of visual content that includes vocabulary that the child *comprehends* but *does not use* in spontaneous spoken words

- Selection of words for high-interest stimuli (Rothwell et al., 2023)
A meta-analysis of treatment studies indicated that SGD or voice output devices are effective in increasing the communication skills (and spoken language) in children with ASD

(Ganz et al., 2012)
5 integrated components:
1. Select a portable Voice Output Communication Aid (VOCA)
2. Choose visual-graphic symbols and lexicon that are functionally relevant for the child
3. Teach through natural, everyday environments with an emphasis on functional communication exchanges
4. Instruct the communication partners to use the device
5. Monitor ongoing use
Early word combinations are based on **word meanings** not grammar

- Are referred to as “semantic relations”

- Build length of utterances by combining word meanings NOT by saying “I want ____.”
TWO-WORD COMBINATIONS
(Bloom, 1970; Brown, 1973; Bowerman, 1975)

- **Object (or Person) + Action**: daddy ride; car go
- **Action + Object**: brush teeth; eat cookie
- **Demonstrative + Object**: here cookie; there doggie; and, that hat
- **Negation + Object**: no bubble; no want; and, cookie allgone
- **Animal or Person + Object**: Describes a person acting on an object ("mommy juice" as mom is drinking or "daddy door" as daddy is opening the door)

- **Action + Location**: Describes an action performed in a specific location ("sit chair" as child puts stuffed dog on the chair or "put in" as child puts in a puzzle piece)

- **Object or Person + Location**: Described in a specific location ("mommy home" or "car garage")
- **Possessor-Possession**: Describes an object owned by a person ("daddy car" as child points to car owned by dad or "mommy hair" as child brushes mom’s hair)

- **Descriptor + Object**: Early form of an adjective ("big ball" as child picks up a ball or "blue car" as child points to car in a book)

- **Recurrence**: To request another occurrence of an action or object ("more juice" or "more jump")
Because information may not be automatically encoded into language, the adult may need to help the child bridge the gap.

- E.g.: Verbalizing the steps of a procedural task
- E.g.: Verbalizing emotional reactions
VERBAL MEDIATION

- Been successfully used to promote learning of procedural sequences in older children with language-learning disabilities.

- Once can verbalize steps, individual with autism can be taught to do the mediation overtly, using “inner speech”

  (Laskey, 1991)
  (Nathan & Nathan, 2018)
- Autistic individual may struggle to tell you “what’s in their head”

- Help them to construct a narrative version of an experience that can be shared with others rather than expecting self-construction

- Externally create what is typically inner self-talk to regulate behavior

CREATING A NARRATIVE

- Start with what the person knows and has actual experience with
  - Personal narratives
  - Procedural discourse
- More likely to be able to encode into language because don’t have to create, organize, and produce the words
1) Visual organizer for procedural discourse

2) Picture support for retelling steps of science experiment

3) Graphic organizer for compare/contrast

The Picture Communication Symbols ©1981–2011 by Mayer-Johnson LLC. All Rights Reserved Worldwide. Used with permission. Boardmaker® is a trademark of Mayer-Johnson LLC.
ADDITIONAL IDEAS

- Photos of the child doing an activity
- Have parent take pictures of child’s weekend or other special activities
- Use photo storage capabilities of iPad as “book” for child to share with parent rather than typical picture books
VIDEO MODELING

See Shane et al. (2012)

- Video-modeling with videos made of the child doing the activity

- Videos of a similar activity to help child use words needed for telling about the activity (like retrieved from the Internet) Ex: Homecoming game

- Video-modeling to teach vocational skills (Chen & Yakubova, 2023)
See: Light, McNaughton, & Caron (2019. New and emerging AAC technology supports... in Augmentative and Alternative Communication
Visual Scene Displays for Children and Adults: Using Case Studies to Bridge Research and Clinical Practice

David J. Hajjar and Kathleen Mulkerin

https://doi.org/10.1044/2022_PERSP-22-00162
VISUAL SCENE DISPLAYS

- Scene Speak
ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

- Ascertain pre-knowledge of semantic content or pre-teach unfamiliar semantic content so child has the words to express his knowledge/ideas

- “Scripts” may be an indicator of differences in linguistic coding of information and should be honored as such with interpretation according to context/use
Challenges with verbal encoding may present as challenges with word retrieval in autistic children and adults who speak in connected sentences (Walenski et al., 2006)

- Consider doing an assessment for word-finding

- Consider incorporating treatment for word retrieval strategies into the intervention plan
Even autistic individuals with a high level of spoken language may have challenges with automatically translating concepts into spoken words or the use of “mouth words” under certain conditions.

These individuals may prefer to use an alternative mode of communication when this occurs.
Challenges with automatic verbal encoding may interfere with the expressive output of autistic individuals.

Even autistic individuals with a high level of spoken language may have problems with automatically translating concepts into words.

Select strategies for communication that provide a bridge between what the person “knows” and what they are able to express.
Questions/Comments?
Applying what you’ve learned to a specific case
CONCLUSION
The brains of autistic individuals may function in unexpected ways, resulting in differences in learning and behavior.

Therefore, they need changes to be made to their environments and interactions with others to accommodate these differences.
Children with autism learn language differently.

Therefore, we need to modify environmental input so that it is “brain-friendly” for them NOT try to make their brains function like that of children without autism.

We need to appreciate their uniqueness.
WEB RESOURCES FOR LITERATURE

https://www.scholar.google.com
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